1. Introduction. The theory of Hausdorff summability has engaged the attention of a number of writers in recent years (see [7, Chap. XI] ). In connection with the theory of continued fractions Garabedian and Wall [6, §5 ] have defined the hyper geometric summability which, like Cesa.ro and Holder summabilities, is a special type of Hausdorff summability.
The paper referred to above deals with the case of finite limits, i.e., it considers summability of a sequence summable by a hypergeometric method (H.G. method) to a finite limit. In the present paper we mainly consider some hypergeometric methods which sum a sequence to °o and compare their total relative strength.1
The Hausdorff transformation
of a sequence2 \sn} is defined by (2), we use the symbol .ff~x-B The transformation (1) , when regular, is said to be totally regular in case s"-> <x> implies <rn-> oo .8
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1 For the notion of total relative strength see [3, p. 51, footnote]. ' The numbers with which we are concerned here are all supposed to be real. 3 For properties of Hausdorff transformation see [7, loc. cit.] or [8] . 4 For properties of regular mass functions see [5, p. 193] or [7, loc. cit.] . 6 This symbol is due to Rogosinski, see [9, p. 167 ].
• For conditions of total regularity of the transformation (1) see [2, Lemma l]. The necessary and sufficient condition of total regularity of a regular transformation (1) , in terms of the mass function, is that x(*) £0 and T in (0, 1). (See [2, proof of Lemma 1] or [6, p. 186] ). Such amass function will be termed a totally regular mass function.
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In (1) let us take a factor sequence {X"} defined by
where a, ft 7 > 0 are given constants. In case an->l (-00 <: / 5; 00 )7 the sequence {X"} defines the hypergeometric summability denoted by (H, a, ft 7). We shall also use the same symbol for the hypergeometric matrix defined by {X"}.
The Cesaro method CK of order k > -1 is defined by
CD
The theory of H.G. summability becomes more comprehensible when the H.G. matrix is interpreted in the light of its relation to the Cesaro matrices, the connecting link being the formulae: (4) (H, a, ft 7) = C^iC^A-! (a, ft 7 > 0), (5) (H, a, ft 7) « C7_a_0+1 (a, ft 7 > 0, 7 > « + 0 ~ 2)
[l, p. 707], the latter expressing the equivalence of the two methods.
It follows from (5) that (H, a, <3, 7) is regular for7^a+/3 -1. As a particular case of (4) we have (H, 1, 1, 7 + 1) = C^Wcy = Cy (7 > -1), since Co = E, the identity matrix.
3. The discussion of the question of total regularity of the general H.G. method (H, a, /3, 7) is somewhat complicated and is therefore deferred to §6. We first consider some simple cases and our results are formulated under (i)-(vi). They (or particular cases thereof) generally correspond to the results given under (5.4) of [6] .
Taking jS = 1 in (3) we have the method (H, a, 1,7) which is totally regular for y>a as is clear from (4), since CT_i/C"_i is totally regular (see [7, p. 101] ). Since Ca-u Q-i are regular, so also is Ca_iC^_i and hence the (H, a, /3, 7 + 1) summability of a sequence to / implies its Cy summability to /; in symbol C7 D (H, «, 0, 7 + 1).
As Ca-i, C/j-i are totally regular, the above result is true also when 1= co (see [7, proof Since Cy is totally regular for 7>0, it follows from (ii) that (H, a, /3, 7 + 1) is totally regular for 0<a, /3?S1 and 7>0.9
4. We shall require the following lemma. For a>0, (6) (H, a, 1, a + 1) « C
We enquire about the total relative strength of the two matrices in (6) . For the regular matrix (H, a, 1, a + l)/Ci the factor sequence is
The sequence {l/(«+a)| is obviously totally monotone for a>0. Hence for 0<a<l, {p,n} is also totally monotone. Accordingly, We have (77, a, ft 7') ^ Cy'-l C"<_1 CB'-1 (27, a', ft, 7) " C7_i Ca_i Cfl_i (a, ft 7>0, </£«, ft^ft 7^7, y>a+p-l, y'>a'+fi'-l), so that T is a totally regular matrix. Hence (v) (27, a, ft 7') t.S. (27, a', 0', 7). so that we may say that the matrix Ca/Ca-i loses its total strength with the increase of a.
5. The important equivalence relation
has been studied by various writers in connection with the Hausdorff summability. 10 We would like to study the total relative strength of the two matrices CaCa and Ca+#. The following theorems will be proved. We require the following lemma.
Lemma 2. For a, ft a+P> -1, />0, Proof of Lemma. In the well known inequality
where x, y>0, xj^y, and r<0, we put x = n + I -\-1, y = n + t-\-a-\-\ and r = -k.
Then the latter part gives (i).
Again, putting x = n + t + 0+l, y = n + t + a + p+l, and r = -£ in the first part of (8), we obtain (ii).
Proof of Theorem 1. From (7), (9) CaCa/Ca+B » E.
To prove (i) we have to show that for a, ft a+/3> -1 and a(3>0, the matrix CaCa/Ca+a is totally regular. If {fin} be the moment sequence for this regular matrix, then /n + a + 0\ r(« + l)rQ3 + l) r(n + l)r(n + a + p + 1) r(« + j3 + i) r(» + a + i)r(w + /s + l)
The corresponding moment function11 p(/) is then given by r(« + i)rG8 + i) r« + i)r(< + a + 0 + l) n(t) =--(t ^ o). and as before we find that for -1 <a, /3<0, a+fi> -1, CaCa/Ca+a is totally regular but not Ca+a/CaCa. (i) now follows.
To prove (ii) we have to consider the moment function r(« + /s+i) r« + a+i)r(/ + 0+i) f(1 .^n.
v(t) =-= eT(", say (/ ^ 0).
T(a + l)r(0 + 1) T(t + l)T(t + a + j8 + 1)
Suppose a|8<0, so that either a or /3 is negative. There will be two different cases according as a+/3^0 or <0. Case I. Suppose -1 </3<0<a, -1 <a+fi<0. Proceeding as in (i) we have now, for />0, is totally regular when a0<O and not totally regular when «0>O.
6. Total regularity of (H, a, 0, 7). We have already considered some particular cases of (H, a, 0, 7) for total regularity. We now turn to the general case. It may be noted, first of all, that the (H, a, 0,7) method, though regular, is not always totally regular for 7^a +0-1, as is clear from the following theorem. Therefore, for a+0 -1 <7=a0, (H, a, 0, 7) is not totally regular. Lastly, writing a-1 and 0 -1 for a and 0 respectively in the 12 The case when a or |3 = 1 is trivial for our purpose; for, in such a case the total regularity or otherwise of (H, a, f), y) can at once be detected by inspection. In what follows, we shall suppose that a, jS^l. second part of Theorem l(i) we find that when a, 0, a+0 -1>0, (H, a, 0, 7) is not totally regular for 7=a+0-1 <a0. This completes the proof of the theorem.
We note that the result obtained in the above theorem for 7 = a0 > a +0 -1, when interpreted in terms of the Cesa.ro matrices, shows that Ccfi-i/Ca-iCp-i is not totally regular for (a-1)(0-1)>0 («,0>O).
It follows from Theorem 2 that a necessary condition for total regularity of a regular method (H, a, 0, 7) is that 7 ^ a + 0 -1, a0
(a, 0, 7 > 0).
It is natural to enquire if this condition is sufficient as well. The answer to this question, which is, of course, not complete, is contained in the following two theorems.
Theorem 3. For 7 ^ a +0 -1 >a0 (a, 0 > 0), the method (H, a, 0 , 7) is totally regular. Then* <t>3(x) = <j>2(x) + J <pJ-\d<j>2(t) (0 < x < 1), the integral being taken in the Lebesgue-Stieltjes sense. 13 The case for y = af!>a+f} -1 has already been considered. 14 We restrict ourselves here to the case y>a or (3. Whether (H, a, /3, 7) is totally regular whenever 7>a(3>a+/3 -1, and 0<a, /3<1, still remains an open question.
16 See [5, pp. 196, 201 ] ; also cf. [4, p. 504 ]. Since Cy-\/C"-\ and l/Ca-i are both totally regular and since (77, a, ft 7) is symmetrical in a, fi the result at once follows.
(ii) First suppose 1 <a, fi<2. Suppose, if possible, that (77, a, ft 7) is totally regular for 7>aft Writing A for (77, a, ft 7) and B for Ca-iCa~i~<t> which is now totally regular, we have Hence by (14), /(*) <0 in (0, e'). Now \p(x) and <p(x) being totally regular mass functions, JTO*(o=o:
and therefore, by (11), fix) ^ 0.
We have thus a contradiction which proves that (77, a, ft 7) is not totally regular for 1 <a, fi<2 and 7>aft
Next suppose a, P > 1 and suppose that a' and ft are two parameters such that 1 < a', 0' < 2 and a ^ a', 0 ^ 0'. Suppose, if possible, that (H, a, 0, 7) is totally regular for a, 0> 1 and 7>a0 (and consequently 7>a0>a+0-1).
Then since (H, a', 0', 7) t.s. (H, a, 0, 7), it follows that (H, a', 0', 7) is totally regular for Ka', 0'<2 and 7>a'0'>a'+0'-1, which is impossible. The proof of (ii) is now complete.
